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I. Abstract° The Samarkand complex setup is aimed at the stu-

dy of cosmic ray variations in a wide energy range from 7. IO 9

eV (which corresponds to the qeomaqnetlc threshold in the re-

gion of Samarkand) up to _IoIS-IOI6ev. The setup consists of

four 6-counter sections of neutron supe r_onitor with c0,_ters
SNM-I5 and 48 scintillator detectors (Im each} placed under

and above the supermonitor. The effectiv_ area of the setup
for recording neutrons and muons is 24 m . The setup can re-

gister time variations of the following cosmic ray components|

I) the total neutron counting rate, 2) counting rates for neu-

trons of different multlpliclty0 3)soft-mupn fluxes, 4)hard-

muon flu_es at various zenith and azimuth angles, 5) electron-

photon component, 6) extensive air showers (EAS) induced by

primary particles in a wide energy range and accompanied or

not accompanied by muons and neutrons.

2. Deicriptlqn of the setup. The complex setup consists of

four 6-counter sections of neutron supermonitors which are

compactly placed at a hight of I m. Under and above each sec-

tion t_ere are 6 scgntillator detectors with an effective area
of I m* each. The dimensions of each section are 315 x 222 x

x 52 cm 3 and the weight is about I3 tons. The generator of ne-

utrons _s made of lead (an effective area in one section is
-6.2I m'),and the retarder and reflector of neutrons was made

of polyethylene. Neutrons are detected by Soviet neutron co-

unters SNM-I5 (effective length -200 cm, diameter-IS am, fil-

led with a gas _F 3 up to a pressure of 20 cm Hg, the concentra-

tion of IO B isotope in boron reaches 80 %, operating voltage

- 2600-2800 B, proper radioactive background _1%). Plastic

selntillators with reflectors and photomultipliers placed at

the top of reflectors are used as detectors of charged par-

ticles (electrons, muons, protons). After amplification, for- "

marion, and diaerlminatlon_pulses from detectors come to the

general logic scheme in which different components are selec-

ted (neutron, electron-photon, muon, EAS with different accom-

panylng). The results of the selection come into a multichan-

nel recorder with a punch out on the paper tape and digitizer.
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3. Recordin_ of sinqle and multipl eneut. ,ro,n,s. The developed
electronlcs makes it possible to sort out events induced by.

slngle and multiple neutrons and to block pulses from elec-
trons and mucus in neutron counters /I/. Bearing in mind the
coupling coefficients for slngle and multlple neutrons one
can say that the Samarkand neutron supermonitor is sensitive
to promary cosmic rays in the energy range from 7 to several

tens of GeV, with an effective energy of about I5 GeV. The 6
total counting rate for neutrons is expected to be about IO-
pulses/hr, which corresponds to the rms statlstlcal error_ =
= O.I_/hr! for 5-mlnute data this eorrespondd to _ 0.3-O_4
%/5 mln., which is quite sufficient for statistical investi-

gation of cosmic ray scintillations. Thescountlng rate for
neutrons of multlpllclty uw2 is _ 1.3 IO pulses/hr, w_Ich pro-
vides _ O.3_/hr7 for n_3 the counting rate is /_4 IO pulses/

/hr, which gives _ 0. 5_/hrT for the sum m..4 and 5 the coun-

ting rate is _ 20IO4pulses/_r and _O.7 _/hr/ and for row6
the counting rate is _ 4 IO'pulses/hr and q_ _hr. These
accuracies show that the data on high multipliclties can be

used only for the investi_atlon of Iong-perlod variations and
statistical analyses, and also of short-tlme variations with
a large amplltude (powerful Forbush decreases, effects of so-
lar flares).

4. Record,inq of soft muon s. It is well known (see the review
/I/) that in a neutron supermonltor about 7 % of pulses are

induced by soft negative muons which form on le_d nuclei the
mesonic atoms with a subsequent capture of muons and a for-
mation of several neutrons. Such events can be discriminated

by pulse antlcolncldence in the upper and lower scintillators

and by retarding pulse coincidence in a neutron supermoni_or.
The expected counting rate for soft muons is about 1.3 IO_pul -
ses/hr° which corresponds to _ 0.3 %/hr. This will make it

" possible to study in detail the meteor01oglcal v_rlatlons of
soft muons which are of great theoretical and practical in-
terest.

5. Recordlnq of the e!ectr0n-phot0n and mUCh components. Sum-

mation of the counting rates of upper sclntillators provides
information on time variations of the total ionizing compo-
nent with a high statistical accuracy (q_ _ 0.02% for a 5-mi-
nute Interval). Subtraction from this counting rate of the
flux of hard and soft muons gives data on variations of the

" electron-photon component. Further, the use of a scintillator
system for selecting the respective double coincidences bet-

ween individual upper and lower scintillator detectors gives
exclusively valuable information about time variations of
hard mUCh fluxes which arrive at different zenith and azimuth

angles. After the quality of the work is analized, analogous
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channels of coincidences which correspond to one and the same

zenith and azimuth angles are summed up. The large effective
area of the setup allows us to obtain observational data
with so small statistical errors (smaller than 1% for S-mi-

nute data) that we can very reliably use the recording even

at large zenith angles _ich correspond to primary cosmic
rays with an energy _IO GeV. The data on time variations of
hard muon fluxes from different directions yield much infor-

mation about variations of atmospheric, geomaqnetic and
extraterrestrial origin with an energy of IO TM - IO I2 eY.

6. R.ecordinq of d.ifferent types of extensive .air showers.
Pulses from each of the 48 upper and lower scintillators.
as well as from 24 neutron SNM-I5 counters come to a logic

system which sorts out the following eventsl a) various

combinations of coincidences only o£ upper scintillators -

recording of counting rate for EAS of different power which
correspond to primary partlcle8 of energies ZO I3 - IO TM eV;

b) recording of EAS of different power accompanied by muonsl

c) ret_)rdlng of EAS of different power accompanied by neut-
ron S.

7. Me,,t,,eorolog.,i.ca, l and eouplin q coeffi..clents.
With an account of the geometry of the setup and its geo-

graphical position, each of the components mensioned above

in 3-6 is characterized by the following coefficientsl _
a barometric coefficient for the i-th component of a .=tl

up; _(h), the density of temperature coefficient, where h

is pressure at a corresponding isobaric level; WI(R). the cou-
pling coefficient depending on the rigidity R of primary

particles (see /I/, /2/. /3/7.

8. Application of generalized spectro_graphic method for

the ,analysis of observational data. A continuous recording
of fluxes of single and multiple neutrons, soft muons, elec-

tron-photon component, fluxes of hard muons from different

directions and frequencies of different types of EAS with

essentially different meteorological coefficients and dif-

ferent coupling coefficients makes it possible to use the

generalized spectrographic method /4/ for obtaining separate

Info_matlon about variations of atmospheric, geomagnetic,

and extraterrestrial origin. The method consists in the fact

that for each i-th component recorded by a complex setup

for each time moment t one derives an equation for an obser-

ved variation of the counting rate

KF,,
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where the intensity variation _I_(t) = I. (t) - I_c , vari-
ation of the air column mass abo@e the s_tup may differ

considerably from the pressure _ho(t) - ho(t) - h o, tempe-
rature variation _T(h,t) = T(h,t) - To(h), variation of
geomagnetic cutoff rigidity _Rc(t) = Re(t) - Rc and vari-
ation of the primary spectrum _--D(R,t) = D(R,t) - Do(R}.
_ere the first two terms on the right imply variations of

atmospheric origin, the third term determines variations of

geomagnetic origin, and the fourth term - variations of
extraterrestrial origin. The solution of a system of equa-
tions of the type (I) by the method described in /4/ for the
above-mentioned set of components of a complex setup allows

us to obtain continuously the information about _ho(t),
_-T(h,t), _--Rc(t) and _-D(R,t)/Do(R), i.e. in the end, about
the processes in the atmosphere /2/ and magnetosphere /5/ of
the Earth and in cosmic space /6/_ the information of space-
time variations of the energy spectrum of primary CR_will be
obtained in a wide ene.rgy range from 7 IO 9 eV to I0 I5 - IO I5
eV.
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